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IntrOduction
Japan′sindustryr especiallY the manufacturingindustrY has
intrOduced fundamental techn010gieS from developed countries in
EurOPe and America after World War＝I，digested and mastered them
adequately′　made and accumulated efforts toimprove them and at
laSt nOW Caught up to andin some fields got ahead of the
techn010giCal ievels of aavanced enterprises there・　Based on
these high technologiCalievelsrinternational competitive power
ofJaPaneSe enterPrisesis considered to be supported by－PrOduct
pianning abilities to exploit new markets and comprehensive
techn010giCal capabilities to provide products with higher
quality and10Wer Price to markets byleaving other competitors
behind．
Internationai competitions among enterprise岳，in which in
addition to companies ofJapan′　Europe and America those of N＝ES
have entered now′　are reCOgnized to becomeincreasingly furious
in the future．　Zn particular′　amOng enterPrises of Japan，　the
U．S．　and Europe which standin the forefront of competition，
radical competitions of techn010gical development have been
appearing in those so－Called high－teCh areas as new materials′
information and electronics，biotechnology．etc．in which future
growth is forecasted・　Under these circumstancest Japanese
enterprises have in recent years activelY eStablished new
institutes or reorganized existing ones with the title of Hbasic
research”，　With the recognition of the importance of basic
research to cope with these furious international competitions
and to promote earnestly theintensification of basic research．
Different from techn010giCal development，basic research is
inits essence of the purpose to eiucidate substances and natural
Phenomena and construct newl0giCal systems of them・　＝n its
nature′　it is difficult to have a prospect of its successful
results in the beginning and so much the moreindispensable are
excellent viewpoints，b01d and minutelogiCal deployment，　fully
Creative study methods and other research attitudes rich in
Originality′　　Which greatlY depends on brains of eminent
individuals・　In order to promote such basic research
effectivelY，there seems to be many problems to be s01vedin the
future such as：　Whether research organizations to date are
adequate；　Whether it・becomes necessary to have research
environment depending on a conception to put greater emphasis on
a display of abiiities of individual researchers；　and what
Characteristics does have the basic research to be promoted in
this environment．
From the above一mentioned viewpoints，National　＝nstitute of
Science and Techn01ogy P01icy of the Science and Techn010gy
AgencY has been performing a series of research andinvestigation
COnCerning the promotion of basic researchinciuding problems of
talented persons as one of mainstaYS Of Japan，s science and
techn01ogy・Theinstitute held these seminars as a part of this
research andinvestigation for the purpose to ciarifY the．actual
COnditions，　COnCePtions and problems in administration and
management of”basic researchl■in ma〕Or enterPrises ofJapan by
inviting those personsin these enterprises who have important
POSitions in management of basic research and in planning of
－1胃
technological strategieS・　These seminars were composed of
lectures bY invited guests and discussions between these
lecturers and the audience consisting of researchers from the
institute and officersin charge of science and technologY POlicy
from the Science and Techn01ogY Agency．
Each of the seminars was indeed a worth－Whiie one where each
ofL invitedlecturers made valuable and．frank speeches of actual
COnditions in research positions of respective enterprises
through free and animated discussions between the lecturer and
the audience．
This reportis a summary of the problems concerning”basic
researchH presentedin the series of these seminarsinciuding the
understanding and opinions of the authors themselvesr and
COnSequently the authors are s01ely responsibie for the wording
Of the report．
Zn the conclusion′　We WOuldlike to express our deep
gratitude to the fol10Wing persons who accepted our request
heartily and visited us to giVelectures by giVing us their
PreCious time although they were pressed bY WOrk・
Dr．E土ichl・Maruyama
General Hanager
Advanced Research Laboratory，
Hitachi′　htd．
（Hislecture was given onJune　2，1989・）
Dr．Fumihiro Yoshinaga
Hanager
Basic Research Laboratories，
Central Research Laboratories，
Aj土nomoto Co．．工nc．
（Hislecture was given onJune12，1989・）
Dr・Kiyosh⊥　Naga土
Senior Vice－preSident　＆　Director
Research and Development Center，
Toshlba Corporation
（Hislecture was given onJune　23，1989・）
Dr．Shoji Ueda
Managing Director　＆　General Manager
Of Technical Headquarters，
Mitsubishi HeavYIndustries，Ltd．
（Hislecture was given onJune　27，1989・）
Dr．でeruaki．Aoki
Senior General Hanager
R＆D Corporate Planning Group′
Sony Corporatlon
（Hislecture was given onJune　30，1989・）
Mr．Tatsuya Kimura
D⊥rector
＆　Deputy Director of Centrai R＆D Bureau，
Nippon Steel Corporation
（Hislecture was given onJuly14′1989・）
Dr．Tetsuro Nakada
Dlrector
Research　＝nstitute
＝shikawa］ima－Harima HeavyIndustries Co・′　Ltd・
（Hislecture was given onJulY18，1989・）
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Mr．Toshimi NakagaWa
Executive Director
Centrai ResearchInstitute，
Hitsui Toatsu Chemicals，Inc．
（Hislecture was given onJulY21，1989二）
Dr．Masah⊥ro Sa土to
Director
Kao Znstitute for Fundamentai Research，
Kao Corporat土on
（Hislecture was given on August　4′1989・）
Dr．Nor⊥hlsa Suzuk⊥
Director
Tokyo Research LaboratorY，
工B近Japan′　htd・
（Hislecture was given on Augustll′1989・）
Dr．Hisatsune Watanabe
General　近anager
Fundamental Research Laboratories，
NEC Corporation
（Hislecture was given on September　8，1989・）
Mr．Hiroshi Morlkawa
Corporate Adv土sor
Hitsubishi Electric Corporation
（Hislecture was given on September22，1989・）
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Chapter A・Hajor companies and．．basft：research・・
Sectionl・Concepts of　一一basic research・・from viewpoints Of maコOr
COmpan土es
For discussing basic research，itis at first neceSSary tO
establish common understanding of whatis basic research to be
discussed here・　Butrthisisin fact a difficuit problemr aS
indicated widely．
The definitions of basic research′　aPPiied research and
developmental research usedin a science and techn010gy survey bY
the General Administration Affairs AgencY Company with the manual
PrePared for a common guideiine of OECD member countries and
describe each sort of research as f01lows，Which however do not
Seem tO have defined clearly the concept of basic research・
Basic research：Theoretical or experimental research undertaken
for the formulation of hypotheses and theories or for the
acquisition of new knowledge about phenomena and observable
facts without any particular appiication or usein view・
Applied research：Research undertaken in order to determine
POSSible uses of the knowledge obtained from basic research
With specific practicai aim or objective′　Or tO eXPlore new
from of application different from the existing method・
Development；The use of the knowledges obtained from basic
research，aPPlied research or practical experience′　that is
directed to theintroduction of new materials，　equipment，
PrOductsr SyStemS and processestas we工I as toimprovement of
those alreadyintroduced．
Lectures of individual lecturers suggest that a cornmon
COnCePt Of basic research has not yet been established and that
Private enterprises do notin fact use the term of basic research
itself on the basis of so strict definition ofit．（See Reference
l・）
Although as above the definition of basic research has not
yet been established workably，if we pick up almost common
Characteristics of theimages of basic research which are bornin
mind when individual＿lecturers refer to basic research，　these
Characteristics can roughly be Summari2：ed as follows・
i）Such r？SearCh activities stand on along－term Viewpoint
foreseeing the future oflO t0　20　years ahead．　Ztis not
Performed with the expectation t00btain practical results
Within a short period of time・
ii）Such research activities depend on the freeimagination of
each researchers rather than on c011ective power of the
researchers．
iii）Such research activities should be separated from the
development activities of a specific
PrOduct or process・
iv）Such research activities should not be expected to proceed
inaccordancewithaschedule．
V）Such research activities require一eSearChe亨S StrOngly to
See things fundamentally with a vieW Of scienCe・
vi）The evaluation bY the academic cornmunities should be
一　4　－
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respected for assessing the performance of・SuCh research
actlvlties．
（Please bearin mind when the term．．basic．research・・is used
With quotation marks in the fol10Wingsin this report it
implicates the research activities of the above－mentioned
Characteristics・）
Moreover，　the classifications of research and development
activities as a wh01e used byindividuallecturers vary from a
iecture to another：　SOme divide these activities int0　0nlY
．lresearch一．and．一deveiopment．．；and others divide them detailedlY
into　”basic research．．，．ladvance research”，．．reSearCh on cornmon
basic technologY”and”deveiopment．一・This suggests that a common
COnCePtion has not Yet been matured enough for the．classification
Of research and development activities to be used as a premise of
Various discussions on research and development．　Zn fact，in the
U．S．another countries the clarification of these definitions has
become a studY Subject at the governmentallevel・　＝n view of
these conditionst further detailed discussions seems necessary
COnCerning basic research including the significance of the
Classification of research activities into basic research and
applied researchl aS animportant premise to promote science and
techn01ogy policies．
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Section　2・Why’．basic research．．has been emphasized recently in
ma］Or COmpanies？
Although it cannot be expected thatl．basic research’．Will
have a poss土bility to resultin actual prof⊥ts withln a short
period of time′　Why have private enterprises been making recently
increasinglY mOre effortsin●’basic research．一　activities？
The effect expected in．．basic research．．　activities
（including the merits expected to be obtained一eSultantly as a
kind of亨ePerCuSSion effects）bY reSPeCtive maフOr COmPanies and
quoted in detail by responsible persons in reSearCh and
development of the companiesin the series of seminars arelisted
in Reference　2．　Thislist suggests that there are a varietY Of
their expectations and speculations as profit－making private
enterprisesin the background of theirintensificition of．．basic
research”activities．These expectations and speculations can be
Summar土zed and classified as follows．
（1）Responses to changing enYironment
＊　Diversification of busineSS aCtivities
New business seeds are explored and diversification
Of business activitiesin promoted by performing　一一basic
research．．．
＊　Making maximum use of business opportunities
In order to respond rapidly and exactlY Without
getting behind to new business opportunities suddenly
appearing due to unforeseeable environmental changes
（unfore？eeable techn010gical development・　etc・）′　an
enterpriSe Should have always excellent techn010giCal
Staff standing on theinternationaiievei with respect to
the technologiCal field that constitutes the business
bas土s of　土t．
★　Creation of original products
?ー．
?
（2）　Enhancement of generai techn010gicalleveis of an enterprise
＊　Enhancement oflevels of techn010giCai staff
In order to consolidate the techn010giCal basis of an
enterprise and enhancelevels of techn01ogiCal staff，it
isindispensable to deepen understanding of the techn01ogy　ノ、
COnStituting the enterprise′s business basis by performing
．．basic research．．．
＊　Contributions to the establishment of guidelines for
development bY Clarifying causal sequences
In order to understand techn010gieS and advance them
under the circumstances where both makers and users have
enhanced techn01ogiCallevels，it has become necessary to
CiarifYing the mechanism and causal sequences of the
techn010gy COnStituting the business basis of an
enterprise and provide guidelines for development，　and
moreover to do s0　0n a fairly sophisticatedlevel・
＊　＝mprovement of capabilities to evaiuate and analy2：e
SCientific and technologiCalinformation from the outside
Excellent technologiCal staff trained and p001ed
through performing，，basic research．，can make a great
COntribution to the companyin understanding adequately
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and evaiuating and analyzing exactlY the most advanced
SCientific and techn010giCalinformation from the outside・
＊　Zntensification of association with academic societies
Friendly relations with scientific circles and
COmmunication channels among researchers built up through
VigOrOuS aCtivities in．．basic research．．　fields are
extremelY effective in obtaining the most advanced
academic and techn010giCaiinformation．
（3）Train与n9and recruitment of excel1ent talents
＊　Training Of researchleaderS
．一Basic research”activities are indeed effective in
training such talents who can lead research with
Orlglnality．
＊　Recruitment of exceilent techn010giCal personnel
Since a basic researchinstituteis a popular job
Site for young scientific and techn010glCal personnel
（Students′etc・）′itis advantageouラfor an？nterPrise to
have such a basic research organ12：ation in reCruiting
exceiient techn010glCal personnel．
Intensification of　”basic research一■　　activities is
effective in increasing corrurLunication with university
professors，reSultingin sm00thening the c011ection of
information about exceilent scientific and techn010glCal
personnel（Students，etc・）and the recruitment activities
for them．
★　Training of technologiCal talents who support the
enterpr⊥se
There are many talents who Were engaged in．’basic
research”in the past，after that were removed to applied
research，　development and further to a business division
and have been working there successfully．　Consequently′
’’basic research”activities can be considered to plaY an
important role to train these techn010giCal talents who
SuPPOrt the enterprise．
（4）Better co干pOrate与mages
★　Zncreasing PrOminenCe Of the enterprise
When the results of”basic researchH performed by an
enterprise are appreciated highlyin academic societies′
PrOminence－of the enterprise wiil beincreased′　Whichis，
Jin turn，eXPeCted to corltribute greatly to build up its
CreditabilitY，enhanceits・brand－images and establish the
SOCial appreciation・Ofit necessarY for it to develop
business activities sm00thlyin societY．
＊　Demonstration of techn010giCal capabilities of the
enterprise
When　”basic researchM of an enterprise is highly
appreciated′it means a demonstration of the fact that the
enterprise has a verY high techn01ogiCallevel′　Which is
in turn，　eXPeCted to contribute to the enterprise in
developing business activities smoothly and recruiting
exce11ent talents successfully．
＊　Contribution to the public as sociai responsibiiity of an
enterprise
－　7　－
Ⅱaintaining and building－up Of friendly relation畠
With homeland′s and foreign gOVernmentS，local self－
governing bodies and the general publicin eachlocaiity．
＊　Preventing．the possible criticism based on the view that
the companYis not making enough contributionin the field
Of basic research activities．
＊　Establishment of corporate，sidentity
Enhancement of the moraie of empIoYeeS
Encouraging a feeling that the employees be proud of
their company（enhancement of employees，loyaity to the
COmpany）
Among the effects expected to Hbasic researchH′　the one to
Whichlecturers referred mostis Ztem（1）（resporlSeS tO Changing
environment）・工n the background of thes？SuggeStions there seems
to be such conditions whereJapanese priVate enterPrises which
have alreadY reaChed the highest technologiCal1eveiin the world
have been converting their technologiCai strategieS・　That is，
instead of promoting business development bY theintroduction of
existing technoiogies and the competition in production－COSt　ノへ
reduction based on these technologieS aSin the past，　theY nOW
recognize the necessity to compete with othersin the f0110Wing
WaYS：by marketing charming and original products with high added
Value somewhat different from those by other enterprisesin and
Out Of the country in positive anticIPation of changing
environment；　and by responding rapidly and exactly to radical
Changesin environment due to appearance of unforeseeabie epoch一
makinginnovations and other causes．　＝nlooking for originalitY
and high added value of products，　deeper understanding and
energetic expioration of techn010gieS Which constitute the basis
Of these efforts are naturally necessary，and for responding to
unforeseeable environmental changesitisindispensabie to make
efforts alwaYS tO understand deeper the techn010gieS Which
COnStitute the basis of the business．　Now′　under these
Circumstances，”basic researchH has become one of indispensable
advance investmentsin cuitivating always，SO tO SPeak′．．teChno－
PhYSical strength of an enterpriseH necessary forit to develop
toward the future bY adjusting actively to changing enVironment．
According to theimpressions giVen－by the speeches of the　〈
lecturers，　eaCh of the ma〕Or COmPanies seems to indicate
insistentiy to researchers of basic researchinit thoseitems of
．一exploration of new business seedsH and　一●creation of original
PrOductsH as an actual target for them which are most
understandable．among thoseitems from（1）through（4）described
above，　for giVing therebY reSearChers of basic research a cle争r
SenSe Of orientation andleading the principal direction of their
”basic research一．not to deviate substantially from the business
Of the company．
On the other hand′　however，it seems also to be expected
that the wide－ranging effect？Of theitems（2）through（4）listed
above wiil be achieved comprehensively when researchers are
COmmitted t0．．basic research．．and that tangibie and intangible
merits will be giVen therebY tO the companyin various ways・　In
Particular，in connection with the circumstances where problems
Of trade friction are raisedincreasingly betweenJapan and other
胃　8　－
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deveioped countriesin America and Europein recent times，　SOme
lecturers referred′’as a significant factor from the viewpoint of
international business strategieS′　　tO the efforts of
Japanese enterprises to turn awaY SuCh criticism as insisting
…Japan uses freelY the results of basic research by othersM by
Obtaining appreciation of academic societies and the general
public of other countriesin t1basic researchll activities・
Section　3・WaYS tO COnduct”basic researchMin maコOr COmPanies
Based on the speeches made byindividual1ecturers′　if we
Surnmari2：e the details of．．basic researchH activitiesin private
enterprises promoted actualiy or to be promoted according to the
COnCeptions above described′　We Can get a negativeiist as shown
in Reference　3．
Generally speakingt even those private enterprises which put
emphasis on　一一basic researchl．do never proceed to perfom such
一一basic research．．that has no possibility to connectitself to the
businessin the future，thatis，the　■■basic research”purely for
SCience（一’genuine basi？reSearCh一．）and aiso do not pro？eed to
SupPOrtloTer－level’fbasiC reSearChl’（incapable of obtaining high
Valuationin aCademic societies）′　and they seem．to be focusing on
”basic researchH of a genre of，SO tO SPeak′　an intermediate
between scientific research and the so－Caiied specific applied
developmental　工・eSearCh．
With respect t01．genuine basic research”′　　Private
enterprises seemr aithough they strongly wishitsintensification
and grading up，tO COnSider that promotion ofitis princiPa11Y a一へ
responsibilitY Of the Government．With respect to the areas of
〃basic research”　to be performed bY Private enterprises，　theY
have a principie to define research activities to those which
have a’’possibilitY．．t01ink their research results to the
business in the future prospect of the enterprise，　but this
Principle seems to beinterpreted and operatedin broad sense and
With flexibility as shown．in the purposes of　一■basic research．l
Performed bY private enterprises describedin Section　2・　For
example，in case basic research activities show development to
giVe a StrOngimpact to academic circles although theY are neVer
expected to have connections with future business′the research
efforts in this direction are not always re］eCted・　On the
COntrarY，　Private enterprises seem to welcome such unexpected
development of research activities with the expectation of
COmPrehensive meri．ts mentionedin Section　2．
According to the above discussions and the suggestions made
bY reSPOnSible persons for research and deveiopment in private
enterprises，　the standard for theme seiection of Hbasic
researchH performed bY them wi11′　briefiY describing，　be〈
Summarizedin both requirements of the f01lowing（1）and（2）・
（1）Expected results ca一　be considered to have a possibility
either of the foli0Wing（i）or（ii）：
（i）a possibility to belinked with the future business of
the enterprise；　and
（ii）a possibilitY tO enj？y high appreciationin academicSOCietiesandotherclrCles．
（2）Thos？reSearCh activities which can be c？nducted within a
margin Of ordinary profits of the enterpriSe．
However，　the themes ofl．basic research．’performed under the
reas？n Of having the possibility（ii）of the above一mentioned
requirement（1）？e9m tO belimited to those of high－1eYel
research with originalitY Which can be performed bY uSing
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existing in－house resources effectiveiy．　　ActuaiiY，　this
COndition seems to be appiied，for exampie，　tO、the f01lowing
CaSeS；the case where the enterprise has alreadY emPIoYed such a
researcher who has apparently a prominent ability concerning the
research themein view of his performancein the past；　and the
CaSe Where the machines and equiPment tO be strong means to
Challenge the research theme（for example，a SuperCOmputer，　an
electron microscope′　　etc・）are easily available in the
enterprise．
The above一mentioned requirement（2）se9mS tO be derived from
the consideration so that the cost of HbasIC reSearCh．．may not
reach an amount of a t00　muCh burden to the enterprise′s
management and　”basic researchH activities which should
Originally be conducted with a consistent p01icY based－on along－
range viewpoint may not be giVen negativeinfluence of a short－
term fluctuation in the enterprise′s performance and of a
management p01icY from time to time．Actually′it seemsin the
SPeeChes of individual lecturers that the costs of　”basic
research”in private enterprises are usuallylimited to a fairly
Small amountin comparison with the sales amount and the totai
research and deveiopment cost．
（Note）
1・According to the．I1988　Research Report on Research Activities
in Private Enterprisesl．（Science and Techn01ogy P01icy
Bureau，　the Science and Techn01ogy Agency′　March，1989：
Objects of the surveY；　private enterprises performing
research and deveiopment with capital ofl billion Yen Or
more），in1987the rati00n aVera9e Of”basic r？SearCh”
expendituresin the private enterpriSeS tO the salesIS O・22％
and that to the total research and development expenditures
⊥S　7．1亀．
2・　According to the H1988　Report on the Survey of Research and
Development”（Statistics Bureau′　Management and C00rdination
Agency′　March，1989），in1987in the companies conducting
research‾　activities with capitai of　5million yen or more，
the ratio of．．basic research”expenditures to the salesis on
average O．17％　and that to the totai research and development
expendituresis on average　6・6％・（＝n1975，these values were
O・07％　and　5・2％　respectively・）
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Chapter B・Organizations for the l．basic research．●　in ma］Or
COmpanies
Sectionl．Trends to estabiishl，basic researchinstitutes．・
From a viewpoint of organizationin active intensification
Of．．basic research．．activitiesin enterprisestit can be said as
a recent characteristic thatincreasingly more enterprises have
been making special organization for・・basic research・・separated
from other research and development organizations・
Among　12　maコOr COmPanies which have giVen uS lectures of
responsible personsr　7　companies have particulariY Organizations
titled basic research institutes or other similar names
（hereinafter called”basic researchinstitutes一●・in thelumP for
the　ヲake of simplification），and the major part of these
OrganiZations has been established after the half of1980S．
The remaining　5　companies have been performing　一●basic
research．l in traditional research and deveiopment organizations
霊；：ni：：ew昌‡害芸gegai：d；霊慧慧a霊as呈SPl霊ea芸完ea霊Lit。慧　－
perform　一．basic researchH alsoin other divisions of development
and applied research．
The maコOr COmPanies Which have established separately an
Organization for．．basic research‖　as a　一一basic researchinstituteH
indicate the reason ofits separate establishment as f01lows・
1）　For the aim to cuitivate new buds of business seeds for the
21st centuryin calm and comfortable environment．
2）In order to make researchers and research manage一S
thoroughly aware of the fact that　…basic research．．iS
evaiuated with a measure different from that of short－term
research・　If researchers oflong－range reSearCh such as
”basic research一一　are placed together with those of short－
term research，　reSearChers engaged in　一一basic research一■
（hereinafter called simpIY．．basic researchers．1）maY feei
anxiety when they see researchers engaged in short－term
research are appreciated of the results of a short－term
StudY（Of contributions to the company′s profits）．
3）In order to discriminate theways。fmanagement of’一bas与C　〈
research”　from thosein traditionalinstitutes ma〕Oring in
deveiopment　（Characteristic in strict time and cost
management and being oriented toward short－term reSults）・
These views suggest the fact that thereis a conception to
PerforTn management of．．basic researchl－in the ways completely
deferent from that of other research and developmentin the
background of the recent increase of companies which have
SeParate Organizations forl．basic researchH．Among those who are
engaged in research managementin private enterprisesI SuCh a
recognition has been pervading that the performance of Hbasic
research．’depends not on the power of an organi2：ation but greatlY
On CaPabilities ofindividual researchers and free thinking of
excellent talentsisindispensable for the development of Hbasic
research‖・　The systems for promotion of research and development
in private enterprisesin the past have been those which bear in
mind rather the research and deveiopment activities conducted
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Planned－Wise bY the power of an organization with establishing a
SPeCific target・Recentlyr howeverl Private companies seem to
COnSider it necessary for the effective promotion of・・basic
research．■　　to separate the organization for it from the
traditional research and development division and manageit with
management waYS different from traditional ones，that is，　the
WayS Which can provide such research environment where talents
Suitabie for．．basic research．．may use their abilities and
COnCePtions as much as possible・
But some lecturers indicate that Hbasic research．l is better
to be separated from applied research and deveiopment with a low
fence′　Which suggests the efforts made to determine the extent of
SeParation from other divisions．
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Section2・KeY POints for the better performanCe Of thel．basic
research…
The companies which have established a・・basic research
institute”in the ways compietelY different from the traditional
research and deveiopment division empioYr aS a COmmOn
CharacteristicJ a management SCheme forits operation different
from that of traditional research and deveiopment putting
emphasis on the organi2：ational powerr aiming at the provision of
SuCh research environment where talents suitable for l．basic
research．l may use their abilities and conceptions as much as
poss土ble．
The keY pOints suggestedin the speeches of individual
lecturers for the conception of operation of．”basic research
institutes－1may be suJnmarized as f01lows・
（1）　Personnel
A．　Persons suitable for Hbasic research．．shall be assigned for
Hbas土C reSearChH
Summari2：ing the speeches of individua11ecturers，　their
COmmOn reCOgnitionis that the mostimportant factor determining
whether Hbasic research－r can achieve successful results or not is
ensuring the supply of talents suitable for．一basic researchH・If
talents suitable for　一一basic research一ドare not obtained′　nO
SuCCeSS maY be expected′　however manY PerSOnS are SuPPlied and
however much moneyis devoted．　Consequentiy，the first step to
Start regularlY．．basic researchl’is，amOng Others，tO enSure the
SuPplY Of able persons suitable for”basic research‖　and the
primary responsibility of the general manager of a　’lbasic
research institute一一　（hereinafter called simply the　一．general
managerl’）is to find earlier the adaptabiiity of each researcher
for’fbasic research”and to perform　一．basic research一．activities
bY perSOnS Suitable for”basic research■■・
＝n addition，　OPinions of lecturers which suggest that
PerSOnneiis a vital pointin performing　一．basic research…　are as
follows．
＊When the theme of researchis clearly defined′itis a vital
POint to whom assign the studY．　Unless the studY is
assigned to the most suitable person，We Can neVer aChieve a
SuCCeSS．　　HBasic research．一　is not such a sort of research
that can be done with only anincrease of personneL When
We have no suitable person forit，We had better rather
abandon it．
＊In Hbasic research■●　activities，reSOurCeS Should be giVen
COnCentratedly to　■一ableH researchers．Even if there is
raised an important theme of Hbasic researchH for the
COmPany，　When we have no suitable researcher，We Will not
PrOCeed to doit with particularly appropriating funds for
it．
With respect to thel．adaptability for　，basic research’’．
Cited here′　OPinions ofindividual1ecturers can be summari2：ed as
f01lows．
1）★G00d se一Se
★　Having　⊥rOn nerVeS
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2）★Hav土ng young bra土ns
＊　Strongin mental power
＊　Having performance、of a highievei
3）　★　To be a person able to set up a hYPOthesis，VerifYit and
CryStalli2：e it with a sense of duty　（from problem－
SOlution type to problem－finding type）
＊　Persistence′　POWer Of concentration and tenacitY　（mentai
toughness）
＊Ability to raise a problem（Sharpinsight）・
These characteristics of the adaptabilityis difficult t0
0bjectify，　and consequentlY the judgTnent Whether a person have
adaptability for．．basic research．．depends finallY On the general
manager who will be forced to make the judgnent on his own
responsibility′　On・the basis of a deiiberate observation of the
researcher，s usual research activities and the results thereof．
The general manager，in turn′　SeemS tO be required to be a person
Who can undertake the responsibiiitY tO make personailY SuCh
judgment and whose judgTnent With its dignity can convince
everybodYincluding the researcher himself．
As a result of such judgnent on adaptabilitY，When a person
is evaluated not to be suitable for　一一basic research．．，he will be
removed′　aS a general principle′　tO the outside　（t0　0ther
POSition）as early aヲPOSSible・Thatis to saY，PeOPlein charge
Of．．basic researchHin Private companies do not seem to consider
to use the researchers Who have been once evaluated not to be
Suitable forl．basic research．．continuousIYinit after improving
their abilities for．一basic research■一　bY giVing them certain
education and training，but seem to consider that the persons who
have been judged not to be suitable for”basic research．．Cannot
be chang．ed to able basic researchers even bY giVing them certain
education and training．　Somelecturers made a speech suggesting
that even a person whois not suitabie for，■basic researchり　may
exert his abilities sufficientlyin other position anditis not
advantageous for him to keep himin vainin the’’basic research”
division．
AccordinglY，it wili become animportant duty of the general
manager to removeimmediately the researcher who has been judged
not to be suitable for　一．basic researchH．It is an important
requirement for the general manager to make arrangements for
PrOViding the researcher with other position and remove him out
Sm00thly・
B・　Younger researchers shall be introduced continuously．
（Young bl00d shall beintroduced？OntinuousIY・）
The average ages of researchersin the companies shown bY
the lecturers are as follows：
Casel′　34　years　01d（average onlyin the Hbasic research
institute．．）；
Case2，28　years01d（average only与n the’’basic research
instituteH′　　35　YearS Oid in the wh01e research
d⊥Ⅴ土sions）；
Case3・33years old（average of r？SearChersincluding thosein
the applied research divisiOnS）；
Case　4．about　37years old（average of researchersin the whole
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research and development divisions）；and
Case5，29　YearS Oid（average of reヲearChersin the whole
research and development divisiOnS）．
According to Hwhite Paper on Science and Techn01ogY　19881．，
the average age of researchers in national research and
experimental institutions as a wholeis　42・8years　01din　1988・
＝n comparison with this，the abovelisted data show how young are
basic researchers in the private sector．　This result is not
brought about incidentallY，　butitis due to the fact that
Private enterprises have made efforts consistently to introduce
younger researchers continuousIYin，一basic researchH activities
and accelerate the smooth removal of elder researchers．
＝n the background of these efforts，there exists such a
COnCeption of　…basic research．．managersin private enterprises，
as their common recognition，that the metab01ism of researchers
（the removal of researcherラWho are not suitable or who havebecome not suitable for．lbasIC reSearChIl and the new introduction
Of younger researchers）isindispensable for maintaining the
activation of　’’basic research．．，and this conception has given
greatinfluence to the enterprises．
＝n addition，　aS a basis of the fact that researchers in
Private enterprises belong to a younger generation，　there is
StrOng perCeption that younger：reSearChers have greater research
abilitiesin the”basic researchinstitute．．，and a fairlY greater
number of lecturers showed such perceptionin the series of
SemlnarS．
Exampies of opinions ofindividuailecturers concerning the
relationship between the age of researchers and their’’basic
research●．abiiities are listed in Reference　4．　As obvious in the
reference，3　0ut Of　61ecturers who have expressed with opinions
On the relation between the age of researchers and their．一basic
research一一　abilities ciearlY bY PerCeive that the．．basic researchH
abilities of a researcher whois older than a certain age　（for
exampie′　40years）wiil reduce with ages，anOther one of these
lecturers thinks that the continuous introduction of YOunger
researchers is necessary for activation of Hbasic research．’and
according elder researchers who theY are able or not are
desirable to proceed t00ther courses than　一一basic research．．t and　〈
One Of remaining　21ecturers also seems to perceive that the
removal of an elder researcher to other course than　一一basic
research．．is rather advantageous for him．
C．　A mechanism for smooth outflow of researchers shali be
builtin to the organization．
Zt is indispensable for the continuous introduction of
younger researchers to provide and maintain necessarily the
routes for sm00th removal of existing researchers．　　Some
lecturers suggestitis the most significant duty of the general
manager to remove some existing researcher as smooth as possibie
by finding another position most suitable for him．
It can be said thatin private enterprises a mechanism
enabling smooth removal of basic researchersis original1Y built
in their organi2：ation and structure and this is a prominent
feature and strong point of them which cannot follow national
research and experimentinstitutions and universities．　Since
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Private enterprises conduct a great variety of activities in
their own organi2＝ation′　theY Can find and provide another
POSition most suitable for the basic researcher to be removed in
those various divisions such as a division of development，
collection and evaluation division of technoiogiCal information，
production division′　　marketing division／　　teChnologiCai
administration division′　business planning division，etc・
As a common standard for the companies，it maY be said that
a researcher who has reached a certain age　（for example′　40
years）is asked to remov？′Whether v01untarily or half forcibly′
the other division（forinStanCe′division of deveiopm？nt）in the
COmPany eXCePt the cases where A he exerts．sufficiently his
abilities as a researcher and becomes rated superior t0　0ther in
academic societies or　2．he exerts his abilities as a research
leader（a iecturerintroduced a practicein which the age of
removal of researchersis set up at ground　40　YearS and for a
researcher at about that age a decisionis made whether to keep
himin the research division thereafter）・
（2）Environment where the full exercise of creativity is
encouraged
A．　Short－range reSults should not be required for basic
research which shall be evaluated from long－range
Vlewpo土nts．
”Basic research．一　activities are originallY long－term
research activities depending onindividuals′　creativityJ and if
a researcher thereofis pressed with a schedule′　he cannot mature
his idea sufficientlY by trial and error．　Accordingly′　the
lecturers have common recognitionin thatitis essential not to
require short－term reSults for Hbasic researchll activities and to
assure researchers such research environment where those
researchers who have once been judged to be suitable for’’basic
research．．may conduct studies thoroughly from a long－term
Standpoint and their results will not be evaluated from short－
range viewpoints but fromlong－range OneS．　Some lecturer even
argued that if the general manager says to a basic researcher
，fShow your results s00n●一　then all wiil be over for the research
at that point．
B．　Make researchers be committed to his research
Because llbasic research．．activities are those depending to
the utmost on individuai researchers，　abilities，it is an
essential point how to bring out research abilities of a
researcher to the greatest extent．　Accordingly′　those companies
Which have establishedl．basic researchinstitutesT．particularly
SeemS tO take sufficient care of the improvement of research
environment and make efforts to remove obstacles to the exertion
Of abilities of talents as far as possibie and to create
environment suitable for research activities．　　Some lecturers
indicate′in particular，theimportance of theinitialinvestment
in building up suitable environment for．．basic research”．　Other
lecturers t01d us that theY have made efforts tointroduce part－
timers to research support work and promote the use of machines
in order that researchers may concentrate on their own studies・
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C・Assure the flexibility of budget operation
Although，’basic research”should be performed fromlong胃term
Viewpoints，it cannot be denied thatit has also such an aspect
in whichitis necessarY tO Change research plans as occasion may
demandin response to unforeseeable and unexpected development of
the research in order to achieve epoch一making results with a
great impact．　Accordingly，there are alot of l．basic research
institutes－f where the general manageris giVen the authoritY Of
fairly wide－ranging discretion in using the budget once
appropriated to theinstitute and additional expenses maY be made
in case of unexpected development of research bY Obtaining onlY
the approval of the general manager upon a direct request by the
researcher to the general managerif the expenses are within the
budget already allotted to theinstitute．　Thus，・SuCh a situation
may be avoided where budget becomes a neck and the research is
left undone．
D．　Guarantee the freedom of research to researchers within a
Certa土n lim土t
．．Basic research一一　is based upon a free conception of
individual researchers．　A time＿band in which researchers can do
Studies with the best conditions or the timein which theY Can
COnCentrate On Studies varies from a researcher to another and
CannOt be contr011ed uniformiY．Accordingly．　recognizing the
necessity in　一一basic researchH t01eave details to individuai
researchers，many COmPaniesleave the decision of researchers’
WOrking hours to themselves as far as possible，for example bY
emploYing a flex－time system and by refraining from meaningless
timing restriction as far as possibie．
近OreOVer，　Since　…basic research．l depends on a free
COnCePtion ofindividuals researchers，trial－and－errOr PrOgreSS
Of studies to some extent on the basis of a personal idea of
individual researchersis thought also better to beleft up to
themselves．　Thereis a companY Which has established a sYStemin
Which a researcheris given the discretion to use about　10％　of
the hours and funds al10tted to him without the approvai of his
SuPerior．　This system is useful for encouraging VOluntary
researchinitiative of a researcher and preliminaryinvestigation
and studies（SuCh as exploitation and expioration of a new theme）
before the formation of a research theme（at the stage of
Creating anidea）・
E．Take care particularlY Of the qualification of research
leaders
A researchleader plays animportant role to work usualiy
With researchers andlead their studies．　Accordingly′　eVery
COmPany takes care deliberately of the qualification of research
ieaders to prevent such a case where the existence of an
unqualified research leader diminishes the vigOrOuSneSS Of
researchers subordinated to him．　For example′　COmPanies do not
appoint a researchleader only for the reason of hislong service
yearS・
A lecturer indicated the following　4　points us the
requirement for a researchleader：
i）he caniead subordinate researchers with certain vision；
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ii）he has an ability to think out a new′innovative direction
Of research；
iii）heis appreciated as a researcherin academic societies（for
the reason to recruit sm00thlY Students of undergraduate and
graduate coursesin universities）；and
iv）he．iヲ　appreCiated as a researcher by the development
diviSiOn（for the reason of the necessity to sell research
resuits to the development division）．
Combined with the remarks made bY Other lecturers，　these
SuggeStions can be considered to show a typiCal image of the
researchleader required by companies・
For the case where an elder researcheris appointed to be a
research leader only for the reason of hislong service YearS，
f01lowing problems are raised．
＊When young researchers are subordinated to an elder
researcher unqualified for a researchleader，the YOungerS
Will be depressed・（They williose heart or will be
discouraged．Because the elder researcher has　01d knowiedge
and experience too much，heis apt to crushinnovativeideas
Of his young subordinates．）
＊　A new conception can never be created．
★　The elder researcheris after all inferior to YOunger
researchersin the most advanced knowledge．
Consequently，for the elder researcher．whose abilities as a
researcher do not Yet deterioratein his　01d age but whois not
Suitable for a researchleader，SOme COmPanies，instead of giVing
him a position of research management，PrOVide other course of
promotion as a speciaiist（for exampie′　SuCh a specialist who is
not a manager but who can be promoted as being still a specialist
to the status equivalent to that of a high－levei manager post）tO
give him continuously a position to work actively．　Such a system
to provide other course of promotion as a specialist than that of
a manageris advantageous not onlY for the researcher himself but
also for maintaining the vigOrOuSneSS Of　一．basic research’l
activities，　and itis suggested that under this sYStem eVen a
researcher whois not suitable for a manager can be cornmitted to
research without having any anxietY for the future・
F・　Consideration to personalincentives of a researcher
XanY COmPanies encourage researchers t0　0btain academic
degrees，　because the attainment of a degreeis effective as one
Of targets for　一■basic researchll at the leve1　0f researchers・
Somelecturersindicateitis effective for training researchers
to give a researcher after his　8　10　service years an opportunity
to receive instruction in a doctoral thesis bY a universitY
professor to obtain a doctorate．
There is also a company where the research groupled bY a
Senior researchleader with excellent performance has been named
after the name of theleader to show a respect for the honor of
an excellent researcher．
（3）Image of the general manager
A・R01es expected to the general manager
As referred toi一the above para？raphs（1）and（2），the
generai manager has a significant duty］uSt tO be the keYStOne Of
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management of the．．basic researchinstitute．．and heis expected
to play a quite positive r01ein operation of the　●●basic research
institute．．・　According to the speeches ofiecturers as a wh01et
responsibilities of the general manager can be su皿marized as
follows．
i）Make sure that researchers piace reiiance on him．
＝n order that researchers may devote themselves to
Studies without anxiety and calmlY under theleadership of
the general manager，he must be a sufficientiY qualified
PerSOn WOrthwhile for researchers to put reliance on him
（WOrthwhile to be relied upon bY reSearChers）．AccordinglY，
it is suggested that the general manager，aS the essential
requirements for him，Should be authori2：ed compietelY tO
deal with thingsin the．’basic researchinstitute…　with the
reliance placed upon him bY the top management of the
COmpany and should have a strong voice to the company，s
headquarters and other business divisions．　Needless to saY，
it is essential for him to be relied upon sufficiently by
academic societies．
ii）Haintain thelevel and activity of researchers．
＝tis essential for him to promote the removal of elder
researchers and researchers who have been judged not to be
Suitabie for　”basic research”bY PrOViding them with the
most suitable other positions to maintain the ievel and
activity of remaining researchers．
iii）Hake sure the confidence of the top management to him
＝tis necessary to cause the research results to appeal
to the top management on everY OppOrtunity and to win the
COnfidence of the top．　On the other hand′　because the top
management is apt to request a research result hastilY，it
is also suggested that the general manager should resist and
StOP SuCh a hasty request at his level to protect the
environment in which researchers in the front can devote
themselves t01ong－term Studies without anxiety・
iv）Proper evaluation of researchers
＝t is essential that the general manager who is
Sufficiently relied upon by researchers would evaluate the
Performance ofindividual researchers and make them devote　《、
themselves to their own research activities without having
anxiety about the performance evaluation．
V）haking sure of the total budget amount for the l’basic
researchinstitutel．and flexible operation ofit by his own
d土scret⊥on
Vi）Control over the administrative section
There are some companies where a channel is provided
for researchers to raise their complaints about the
administrative section of thel．basic researchinstituteH up
to the general manager directly so that the manager may
COnSider directly the complaints of researchers about the
administrative section．　These efforts are considered to be
effective for enhancing the morale of researchers・
Vii）Haking sure of adequate communication with researchers
＝tis necessary for a person responsibie for management
Of the Hbasic research institute一．to understand well the
PrOgreSS Of the research and conditions，　feelings and
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discontent in the heart of individual researchers without
making them feel that they are managed・Horeoverr since the
progress of research and the conditions whether it is
・PrOCeeding successfullY CannOt be understood sufficientlY
throug・h a reporting sYStemin writing′　it is recognized
essentiai for the general manager to have frequently direct
and informal communication with researchers face－tO－face to
increase mutual understanding with each other・
For making sure such close cornmunication between the
general manager and researchers′itis suggested that the
SCale in personnel of the．一basic researchinstituteH which
Can be managed bY One general manager wili be that of about
lOO persons asitslimit．　This condition seems to underlie
the fact that the　一一basic researchinstitutesM of private
COmPanies havein many cases aboutlOO orless researchers
respectively．
In addition，　there are some examples where a
COmmunication channel which connects the general manager
directlY Withindividual researchers has been established
institutionallY SO thatindividual researchers may propose
their own ideas directly to the generai manager without
PaSSing through a superior who contr01s them directlY・　This
SYStem is considered to be effective to protect ideas or
personality ofindividual researchers from being crushed at
thelowerlevel of management．
B・Requirements for the general manager
Zn order that the general manager maY Play the roles
describedin the paragraph A completely，itisindispensable that
he has adequate abilities for that・Opinions of the lecturers
about the requirements for the general manager are as follows・
1）★　He should have the experience of a researcher．
He must understand feeling．s of and incentives to
researchers and must be able to think about things from
the standpoint of researchers．
＊　He must have the experience of a researchleader．
＊He should have the experience of work of applications，
developmentr in the engineering room of a manufacturing
Plant andin the headquarters of the companyin order to
understand the connections between research and business．
2）＊　He must have the experience of having been engaged in
research．
3）＊He should have a stron9VOicei一！elation to either of
headquarters and busineSS divISiOnS Of the company
OutSide academic societies・．工f he has not a voice to
headquarters，　he cannot win the confidence of the
managem？nt（he．will not be given sufficient authoritY
thingsin theinStitute）．
????????????? ?
＝f he has not a voice to business divisions．it is
difficult to remove researchers there．
Zf he has not a voicein academic societies，　he
CannOt know the evaluation bY aCademic societies′　CannOt
keep company with university professors and will be apt to
make subjective evaluation of results of researchers．
＝n additionr it isindicated that many of the general
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managers of’’basic researchinstitutes”in private companies have
adequate performancein the techn010giCal development of their
OWn SPeCiality（not alwaYSin the field of l．basic research’t）・
Hence，it seemsin everY eXPreSSion of theiecturers that these
general managers have made with such performance remarkable
COntributions to the deveiopment of the company and have won
abs01ute confidence of the top management．
From the above discussions，it can be underst00d that the
essential requirements for the generai manager are a high
Valuation to him in and out of the company based on his
Performance in the field of technologiCal deveiopment′　reSPeCt
and confidence placed on him bY reSearChers and having a voice to
the top management．
（4）　Recognition of the top management
一一Basic research一■　shall not be done by aiming at a short－term
result．　The top managementisl required to recognize this point
Well，be patient evenif thereis no short－range reSult and
firmly keep a posture to evaluate　一’basic research’．fromlong－term
V土ewpoints．
（5）Putting emphasis on evaluation from the outside
＝t is quite difficult to evaluate　．．basic research”
Objectively．　＝ts evaluation from such a short－term Viewpoint as
an extent of contribution to profits of the companY is not
desirable in view of the characteristics of　．．basic research”．
Consequently′　in order to make a proper and objective valuation
Of　”basic research1．，itisindispensable to put emphasis on the
evaluation of its research results from the outside，　in
Particularr by academic societies・According to the speeches of
individual lecturers，it is a general tendency in private
COmPanies to put emphasis on the evaluation bY aCademic societies
in evaluating the results of Hbasic researchH and manY COmPanies
Seem tO enCOurage the publication of research results to the
OutSide only with checking the possibility of a patent
application and other points・
There are also such companies where an advisory committee
COnSisting of authorities from outside academic societies has
been set upin order that research activities and the ways ofへ
OPeration of the researchinstitute may be examined bY OutSiders・
Such an external valuation is considered to be effective to
Objectify the evaluation of the performance of activitiesin the
・lbasic researchinstitute．■　whichis originallY difficuit to make
Objectively′　and an external high valuationis considered to be
indispensable t00btain under－Standing and confidence of the top
management to activities of the．．basic researchinstituteH・
（6）　Openness
A coTEuttOn POintin the remarks ofindividual lecturers is
that externalincentives are made much ofin conducting．’basic
research．．　activities．　That is，in almost private　”basic
research一．institutions externalincentives seem to be regarded
indispensable to maintain a certainlevel of　”basic research1．，
raise the moraie and intensify the seif－COnfidence of
researchersr and the mainstream of their effortsis to make an
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OPen atmOSPhere as far as possible and promote active
communication with academic societies and universities．
In particuiar，　manY COmPanies proceed to accept foreign
researchers positivelY．　　BY inviting excellent foreign
researchers，　SOme COmpanies aim at giVing incentives and
educational effects to researchers．
It is suggested that among affairs constituting a neck for
accepting foreign reSearChers a ma〕Or Oneisin taking care of
their dailylife・　There are also some companies which cannot
accept foreign reSearChers for the reason of the difference from
Japanesein culture and custom and of the uncertainty how to deal
With corporate secrets．
Many compan土es approve posit土vely off⊥cial tours of
researchers both in and out of the country．and encourage
COmmunication with outside researchers．
（7）　ZnterdiscipiinarY COImmunicationamong researchers
（integration of specialities）
One of the characteristics of．．basic research institutes．，in
Private companiesin comparison with universitiesiies in that
researchers of different disciplines with each other are gathered
at one place．　BY uSing this feature positivelY and bY bringing
together researchers of different disciplines in one’．basic
research institute■，to have coIUnunication with each other，　SOme
COmPanies aim at creating something new bY their interaction・
These efforts are considered to be effective to create innovative
ideasin the process of”basic research日．
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Chapter C．Discussions
Sectionl・Characteristics of，．．basic researchH performed in
maコOr COmpanies
Research and development activitiesin private enterprises
have centered devel0Pment and applied researchin the past andit
has been a common conception that they can plaY Only a limited
r01ein basic research・However，．under the circumstances where
the share of private enterprisesin basic research activities
in Japan has been graduallYincreasingrit can be said that the
r01e plaYed by private enterprisesin Japan，s basic research
activities cannot be neglected anYlonger．　　Nevertheless，　aS
describedin Section　3r Chapter t the scope of・一●basic research．●
activities conductedin ma〕Or COmpaniesinJapan seems actually
to belimited to those which are recogni2：ed to have a possibility
to connect their results to the future business of the company′
Or tO those in which high－1evel studies with originalitY may be
made by using existingin－house resources of the company′　and
moreover，in either case，　　1imited to those of the scale　《
POSSible to be perfomed within the range of ordinarY PrOfits of
the company・
It may be animportant subjectinl00king for the ways of
international c00Perationin science and techn010gyin the future
to examine what relations has the　．．basic researchH which
Japanese ma〕Or COmPanies are going to cha11enge earnestly at
PreSent With those kinds of research as that of　”common base
techn01ogy”（”generic techn01ogyl．）which has been raised recently
in the arena ofJapan－U．S．science and techn01ogy c00Peration as
a field requiring particular consideration and efforts to assure
both sides reasonable access as well as the so－Called
．．precompetitive research”whichis positionedin applied research
土n EC．
In view of the above一mentioned argumentr also the f0110wing
areas of research are considered impossible to expect any
Performancein the private sectorf however vigOrOuS maY be”basic
research■．activitiesin private enterprisesin the future・
Typel：Those kinds．0f academic．research any application ofへ
Which by priVate enterpriSeS CannOt be expectedin the
foreseeable future，thatis，the research which cannot
be regarded tolead to the creation of new technology to
be connected to commercial production・　（Examples：
physics of eiementarY Particiesr space astronomy and
ecology）
Type　2：The research in the field of science and techn010gy of
which the s01e useris the Government and other public
Organizations・（Exチmples：Clinicalmedical techn01ogy′
earthquake foreseeing teChnology and meteor010giCal
for？CaSting techn010gy）
でype　3：　BasiC reSearCh of data base building type which has a
great number of uncertain possibie users and of which
individual results are not expected to have any great
impact but continuously accumulated results will become
Valuable．　（Examples；basic research for the purpose
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to accumulate data of materials，physical properties
and data of nuclear reaction cross section）
Type4：PosseヲSion oflarg9－SCale faciiities over the frameworks
Of priVate enterPriSeS
（Example：SpaCe Stations′　ObservatorY Ships′　ObservatorY
bases，　large－SCale particie acceierators，　Hsuperl．
environment realization facilities and otherlarge－SCale
SPeCial experiment facilities）
As
Creatlon
per土od of
academic
in the past research of nuclei－StruCture hasled to the
Of nuclear power techn010gy within a reiativeiy short
time，a reSearCh resuit whichis regarded to be purelY
（SCientific）　one at a time manY have great value for
applicationin the future・On the other hand′．the research
results of the above一mentioned type　3have great significance for
appiication as data bases for technologiCai development．
ConsequentlY，　Public organizations or universities should
COntinuousIY undertake responsibilitY for the research of those
areas as above llsted．
Section　2・Advantageous points of maコOr COmPaniesin conducting
．一basic research一．
．一Basic research．l activities conducted in　．．basic research
institutes．．of private enterprises have some strong points
different from those in national research and experiment
institutions and universities・　These strong points are as
follows．
（1）　Easiness in maintaining thelevel of the excellence of
reSearChers
Removal of researchers who are not suitabie for　．．basic
research．10r Who have become unsuitable forit due to their age
Or Other reasons from the basic research division can be done
COmParativelY eaSier thanin national research and experiment
institutions and other public organizations．
（2）Flexible and dynamic management including accounting and
personnel affa土rs
Since the g’eneral manager relied upon bY the top management　へ
undertakes management of the，．basic research institute．’with
great discretion，　there is formed such environment where
researchers can do everything flexiblY and fairlY daringlY On
general manager，s responsibiiity and judgment．
（3）To ask researcherヲtO COnCentrate On reSearCh（to protect
researchers frommiSCellaneouヲChores）
Due to thorough management giVing priority to the maximum
exertion of researchers′　abiiities′　reSearChers are taken care of
SO that theY may need not to spend unnecessarY times for affairs
Other than research．
（4）　ZnterdisciplinarY reSearCh（StrOng POintin comparison to
un⊥versities）
Different from universities which are genera11Y divided with
Walls of studY COurSeS and which have many subdivided
SPeCialities，　here is an atmospherein which researchers of
Various disciplines can easilY C00Perate With each other・
一－．ヽ
In order to enhance the levels of basic research activities
in publicinstitutionsin this countrY，itis necessarY for them
tolearn positively the management and administration methods of
”basic research．．in private enterprises which have the above－
mentioned strong points andintroduce excellent features of them・
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Section　3・R01es of the Government concerning Hbasic research・・
actlvit⊥es
According to the suggestion of the lecturers，　Private
enterprises seem to consider generally that thelevels of basic
research conducted in universities and national research and
experiment iTIStitutions in this countrY are lower than that
COnductedin universities and public researchinstitutionsin the
U・S・　Because private enterprises are developing business
activities all over the world and theY have received no small
benefits of the results of’basi・C reSearChin abroad′　theY Seem tO
have a feelinglikeirritancy at the hoveringlow general leveis
Of basic research activities ofJapanitself．With this respect，
individual lecturers have raised a iot of criticism to
universities and national research and experimentinstitutions of
Japチn（See Reference5）・Private enterprises seem to desire that
basIC reSearCh activities in this countrY Will be intensified
essentially on the responsibiiity of the Government・
We think that basic research should be promoted more
actively thanin the past with the recognition ofits to depend
On the responsibilitY Of the Government from the standpoints of
Performing Japan，sinternational responsibility with
inits economic strength and of promoting continuous
Of Japanitself．As describedin Section　2，Chapter
research一．has become now for private enterprises one
investments indispensable to increase usuallY，　SO
…techn．0PhYSical strengthl．　essential for their
the g owth
eveiopmen
A　′　Hbas⊥
Of advance
to speak′
COnti uous
development in the future bY adapting themselves＿POSitively to
Changing enVironment．　　Such a conception implies now a
Significant suggestion also for this nation as a wh01e．　That is
to saY，　the conception about basic research to seeit as an
indispensable investment to increase，　SO tO SPeak，
’一technophysical strength．．0f the nation would have become
necessarYin view of the nation as a whole，in order to cope with
Various，　unforeseeabie problems or environmentai changes which
Japan or the world may confrontin the future and to overcome
them under the c00Peration with other countries bY Performing
Japan，s reasonableinternationai dutiesin the field of science
and techn01ogy．
Moreover，it wouid be necessarY tO eXamine from now on the
COnCePtS and characteristics of basic research to be conducted
moreintensively by nationai research and experimentinstitutions
and universities by takinginto consideration sufficientlY the
．．basic research．一　conducted bY Private enterprises as above
described．
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（Appendlxl）
Examples of the characteristics of the．一basic researchHin ma〕Or
COmPanies mentioned bYindividuallecturers
l；A：Research targeting keY teChn010gyin the future oflO　　20
yea工．S・
B：Research depending on free conceptions and efforts of
individual researchers．
C：Research not to be driven by time．
D：Research putting greater emphasis on evaluation bY
academic societies rather than thatin the company・
2：A；Research aiming at the creation of new products in the
future oflO years．
B：Research with high originaiity．
C；Research depending on abilities ofindividual researchers・
D：Research for which whether a first－Class result with high
Originality can be publishedin a ieading　〕Ournal may
become the keY POint of evaluation．
E：Research to which not to request any result hastily・
3：A：Research for creating new business areas toward the　21st
Century．
B：Researchl00king for origi一alitY（research creating n？W
buds where nothing existsin the past，Or that developing
radically an existing thing and opening new prospects）・
C：Research depending on enthusiasm of researchers・
D；Research putting greater emphasis on evaluation bY
academic societies rather than thatin the company．
E：Research to be seen fromiong－term Viewpoints．
F：Research of a genre different from the research aiming at
new business and new products of　5　10　years hereafter
（advance research）and that for the development of common
base techn01ogy．
4：A；Research on technologYin the fairly for future・
B：F0110Wing sorts of research are included in　●lbasic
researchH．
＊　Research and development of highly risky innovative
techn010gy on the basis of an original conception・
＊　Research aiming at the development of an exceilent new
PrOduct by understanding and using the new techn010gY
Obtained from some sources of technologiCaiinformation・
＊　Research for exploring seeds．
＊Researchin－depth reaching the area of science aiming at
deeper understanding than that of base techn010gy of the
enterprise and the areas ofimportant phenomena・
＊　Research steadily preparing the data concerning values
Of physical properties of various materials・
5：A；Research which cannot be connected directly with products
（including the research of common base technology for
Various products）・
B：Research having a characteristic to stakeits consequence
On reSearChers．
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6：A：Research seeing things with the sense of science（Research
Which hasintroduced basic，fundamental and theoretical
COnCePtionsintoitself）・
B：Fo110Wing sorts of research are included in l．basic
research●．．
＊　Exploration of buds of new technologieS・
＊　Fundamental soiution of a techn01ogiCa11Y difficult
problem
＊　Research for ciarificat⊥on of fundamental principies
COnCerning the development of ainnovative new process
and new material
＊　Research for clarifYing causaiitY and obtaining
guidelines for the developmentin order to support the
S01ution of technical problemsin the production fieid・
7；A：Research concerning advanced techn010gieS and extreme
mater⊥als．
8：B：ExploratorY reSearCh
9：A：F0110Wing sorts of research are included in’’basic
resea工・ChH．
＊　Creative basic research which has a strong tone of
SClenCe．
＊　Advance research of advanced base techn01ogy
10：A：Academic research
B：l’Basic researchHincludes the f0110wing types of research・
＊　Research conducted with the expectation of that its
results might become necessaryin the future．
＊　Research for understanding deeper the techn010gy
COnStituting the base of the enterprise・
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（Appendix　2）
Examples of effects expected to．．basic researchl．activities bY
ma〕Or COmPanies according to theindividuallectures
l；A：For．watching the most advanced global movements concerning
SCience and techn01ogy・
B：For creating a new concept with high originality・
C：For improving the corporateimage abroad by developing
research activities to be appreciated globallY・　（Aiming
to publish academic treatises having a greatimpact and t0
0btain fundamental patents・）
D；For training talents who canlead research activities with
Orlglnality．
F：For demonstrating the high techn010giCal level of the
COmPany bY reali2：ing brilliant achievements．
2：A：For introducing advanced technologieS tO improve and
refresh existing business．
B：For introducing base techn010gY tO be a technologiCal
PiOneer tO enter a different fieid of business．
3：A：Creation of a new area；　for creating buds of new
techn010gy where nothing existsin the past and developing
radically existing technology t00pen neW PrOSpeCtS for
business．
4；A：To provide a first－Class product having an original
COnCept tO COnSumerS With development abilities based on
the company′s original technology．
B：To turn away the criticism based on the view that Japan
uses the results of others，basic research without charge・
C：To cope with the development of new areasin science and
technology bY COnductingin－depth research reaching the
SCOPe Of science．
D：For preparing steadily those data concerning physical
properties of var土ous mater土als．
E；＝mprovement of techn010giCallevels as a wh01e
F：Positive effects on creation of orlginality and peculiar
techn010gy
G：Enhancement of the morale of researchers．
5：A：Exploration of buds of new techn010gieS．
B：Fundamental solution of technicallY difficult problems
C：Toincrease radically original technologieS Of the companY
instead ofintroduced technologieS．
D；Clarification of fundamental principles for the
development of new processes and materials・
E：To support people in the production site by clarifying
CauSality concerningimportant technologieS and providing
guideiines for development・
6：A；To watch whatis occurringin academic societies and what
therein maY haveimpacts to the enterprise・
B：To make sure to keep close communication with academic
SOCieties．
C：Toimprove the prestige andimage of the company・
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（Appendix　3）
Examples of the．．basic researchH activities not done in maコOr
COmpanies according to theindividuallectures
l：A：＝n the case where is noimage of a product to which the
results of the Hbasic research一■　maY be connected・
B：．．Pure basic research．．
C：Researchlike a hobbY（research of easygoing ways）・
HBasic researchH which may be compieted within a
Short time or which is conducted oniY for seif
Satisfact土on．
2：A：．．Basic research．l which falisinto neither the．一purposeful
basic researchl．（research for obtaining new knowledge in
Order to soIve techn010gical problems）nor the Hseeds－
expioration－tyPe basic researchl，（researCh l00king for
earnestlY neW knowledge useful for creation of new
technoIogieS although there is no materialized clear
appllcation purpose）・
一、　　　　　　B：．．Pure basic research．1
3：A；HBasic research．■　which has noimage of application・
B：．’Basic research．一　which has no purpose．
4；A：HBasic research一．which has not consciousness of any target
Of appl土cat土on．
B；HPure basic researchl．
5：A：．’Basic research．．which has no purposeful consciousness of
PraCtical use．
B：．．Basic researchl．which belongs only to the scope of pure
SCienCe．
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（Append土Ⅹ　4）
Examples of opinions ofindividualiecturers concerning relations
between age of researchers and abiiitiesin．lbasic research一一
l：A：＝t is known that there is a view which requires
researchers the age iimit of　35　YearS．　However′　the
reiationship between the age of researchers and their
activity differs greatly from one researcher to another
and cannot be determined uniformly．
B：・But generally speaking，reSearChers over　40YearS　01d are
apt to haveinterestin business rather than in　一一basic
researchH and to be removed smoothlY tO business
divisions，　Which resuitsin that the　．，basic research”
division has manY YOunger reSearChers．
2：A；Originallyitis the necessarY qualification for a’’basic
researcher”to have a young brain．
B：Young researchers have more knowledge of advanced areas of
SCience and techn0logy．
C：There are some elder researchers who are achieving g00d
results，but many of them who are at the age from the end
Of　40s t0　50　are aptin fact to have a backward attitude
Of think土ng．
3：A：The age in which researchers exert the greatest
PrOductivitY is　35years with respect either to patent
application or to paper production′　therefore it is
important to keep researchers of an YOunger age grOuP・
4：A；By taking a clear－Cut attitude to think that research is
the work for young persons and that the age limit for
researchersis　40years，We uSually remove the researchers
at that age to the outside．
5：・A：We do not have so strongimpression that　一．basic research一’
abilities are related with age．
B：We think that a person with high capabilities would have
been so from his younger age and a person with　10W
CaPabilities would be so forever（it could not be expected
toimprove his capabilities）・
6：A：Itis necessary tointroduce continuously young persons
into research for maintaining the vigOrOuSneSS Of Hbasic
research．．activities′　and accordingly we usually remove
elder researchers to the outsideirrespective of whether
theY are able or not．　　However，　We do not define
uniformly the agelimit to remove them．
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（Append⊥Ⅹ　5）
近ain points of criticism and requests to national p01icies on
research and development suggested by theindividualiecturers
l；　★　National research and experimentinstitutions can never be
expected to bring about excellent resuits under their
PreSent COnditions of sectionalization．　National research
and experimentinstitutions would be very beneficial，if
they use the most advanced′　eXtremeiY high－Priced machines
Of which units exist，for example，Only one or twoin the
WOrld or only oneinJapan for c011ecting data or cause
Private companies to use these machines．
2：　＊　Zn sufficiency of budget
The Magnitude of research funded bY the Governmentis
Smaller than thatin developed countriesin Europe and
Amer土ca．
＊．Weak points of the one－Year budget system
The one－Year budget system makes it difficult to
Perform research with along－range Plan．
＊　Short胃term reSults are usually required t00muCh・
＊Joint－reSearCh procedures between private companies and
national institutions or universities are troublesome．
3：　＊　Since there is noincentivein the private sector to
Perform researchin basic sciences，the Government should
lead this kind of research more activelY・
＊　Because the research requiring super－large－SCale equiPment
Can neVer be done by private companies，it is quite
desirable that nationalinstitutions perform this sort of
research in such a way as private companies also may
ParticiPateinit bY uSing the equiPment．
4；　★Research activities inJapanese universities place t00
much emphasis on big sciences and are conducted with the
doctrine of perverted equalitY（leading．professors
C01lect t00　muCh money and youngt genuine CaPable
researchers have t001ittle moneY）．
5：＊Basic．research（especiallyin universities）should be
more　⊥mprOVed．
＊　Such methods and procedures should be empioYedin contract
research with universities so that the research may
actuailY be effective for both the university and the
private company．
6：＊Research equipment Of universitiesis quite p00r・＝t is
desirable that universities attain at least the minimum
levei of research equiPment tO improve research
activities．
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